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Why Real-World Evidence (RWE)?

Trials are not enough:

- limited generalizability

- unknown interactions

- expensive



What is Real-World Evidence (RWE)?



Outline

I. Converting data to evidence: RWD to RWE
Contrast with associative analysis best practices
Machine learning tools for RWE (1) visualization and clustering

II. Machine learning tools for RWE (2) risk characterization



Part I: Visualizing and design choices for RWD

The promise of Real-World Data (RWD)
Scale
Representative populations
Non-interventional means that causal questions are hard
Uncontrolled

1. non-uniform data collection, follow-up
2. making the closed-world assumption

Evidence where trials are
Impractical
Infeasible
Impossible
Unethical



RWD and Machine Learning (ML)

Machine learning to augment the clinical process
• Clinical decision support: risk scores
• Public health: risk stratification
• Radiology and pathology: image segmentation/annotation



What should RWD include?

sic

Not just outcomes ( ) and features ( ), with text descriptions in the manuscript

On the reliability of measurement



Challenges of health records: non-uniform measurement collection

Choices:
- Find subgroups with low levels of missingness

- Analyze amidst missingness
How can we utilize the tail? With machine learning?

Data: Marshfield Clinic Electronic Health Record
Inclusion criteria:
Medical event 1960-2005, AND,
(medical event >2010, OR, death record >2005)
Population (n): 1.2 million patients



Find subgroups with low levels of missingness

Algorithmic translation: Clustering on counts or binary indicators

Problem: Majority of clustering methods rely heavily on distance measures
(and usually Euclidean distance).  Distance breaks down in high dimensions.

Revised problem: How to cluster high-dimensional sparse count data?

Solution: Hyperspherical clustering (Fillmore, Mehta, and Weiss, AMIA Annual Symposium 2019)

Background: variational autoencoders are used to 
disentangle latent features, assigning each an
independent latent dimension of a multivariate normal 
(MVN) with 𝑘 dimensions
Geometry: all density of a MVN is on the surface as 𝑘 → ∞
Result:
angle principally determines location, and,
angle admits a cluster probability: [0.5, 0.866]2 [0.25, 0.75]

Simulations



Find subgroups with low levels of missingness

Bicluster result on MIMIC III v1.4 dataset
Patients with ICD-9 code for pneumonia

Interpretation:
Multiple clusters of patients (7) and 
features (8)
Two primary sources of collected data:
- CareVue
- Metavision
In addition to these measurements are
variably-measured features that cluster
but demonstrate irregular patterns of 
collection
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Feature missingness



How well can we predict if we ignore the tail?

Either we limit our predictiveness and generalizability (narrow cohort), or we accept missingness.

Name
CC
HPI

PMH
PSH
FH
SH

Meds/alls
Labs
ROS

Exam / labs / imaging
Assessment

Plan



The dilemma of missingness indicators

Missingness indicators describe variation possibly distant from the patient:
data collection protocol, hospital protocol, etc.

Survey: dyspnea (x) Admit to ICU (y) R[Survey]

N/A 1 1

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Data from
Seymour et al,

JAMA 2019



Missingness indicators are artifacts of passive collection

Missingness indicators are predictive, but lossy representations of sequential data

Longitudinal methods can be lossless, 

and therefore potentially more 
predictive,

but are unwieldly to work with.

Our solution: tools to simultaneously 
visualize and represent:
https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/jweiss2/viz.html



Part II: the inattention to low-risk individuals

• Problem: overlooking those at low risk
• Default approach and problems
• Our solution

• w.r.t. risk prediction
• w.r.t. risk factors

• Case:
Changes in obtundation in intracerebral hemorrhage patients



Risk stratification, example 1: opioid overdose



Risk stratification, example 2: sepsis



Risk stratification in the general population

Risk ratios are likely even larger in the general population
e.g. competing risk analyses omit individuals by setting rate = 0

Lower risk individuals are not well characterized

E.g. risk factors for heart attack: based on those at high risk
at-risk women (albeit lower than men) commonly present w/
“atypical” symptoms

Naïve approach: subgroup exploration
Risk factors from linear models for filtration then subsequent optimization
make subgroup characterization hard to interpret

How do we build models that produce risk that count individuals equally?



Thought experiment

Two individuals
(1) Risk: 0.2 per year
(2) Risk: 0.02 per year
Absolute change in risk: 0.02
(1) 10% proportional change
(2) 100% proportional change

Survival log likelihood difference:
Near 0, i.e. indifferent to error
on each individual

Implication:
Likelihood-based optimization attends to high risk individuals

When model fails to model risk perfectly (due to limited sample size), it models high risk
better, and trains on noise on high risk individuals rather than signal on low risk.



Our approach

Examine the objective function: survival likelihood

Develop a principled alternative

Demonstrate the alternative



Point process likelihood(λ)

Point processes: event rate modeling with rate function λ;
Data: patient := tuples of [t time, x (event, value)]

Define pdf f, conditioned on events up to ti-1.
For one trajectory (patient) with k target events in time [0, tk]:

survival term

Survival term comes from integrating:

Recall:

This quantity is more sensitive to high rates!
(large k w.r.t. t)



Time rescaling theorem (Meyer 1971, Ogata 1981)

Given Λ* the CDF of λ*, events distributed
according to λ* will be distributed according to
Poisson(1) in rescaled time

Example (left):

Time 0-1: rate = 1
Time 1-2: rate = 3

equivalent to

Rescaled time 0-4: rate = 1

Implication: attention to high risk



Method

Log likelihood (LL)

Proposed method: adjusted log likelihood (ALL)

We don’t have access to the oracle λ*, so we plug-in our predictor,
or a lower-variance predictor (avoid dividing by numbers close to 0).



-- while learning a rate model
-- compute the rate function

-- reweight by the predicted rate, but 
don’t include the weights in the 
computation graph

-- update the model



Weight ratio and effective sample size

“Without adjustment, low rates are
nearly ignored”

“Heavy adjustment leads to very 
small effective sample sizes”



Simulation

Sample rates λ* from u ~ Uniform[-2, 1], λ*=10u

Sample trajectories for 10 time units,
with features: (λ*, t0), (NA, ti) otherwise
Train size: 10,000
Test size: 10,000
Model: LSTM



MIMIC III - Prediction of decreasing GCS among ICH patients

Use the Wavelet Reconstruction Network
architecture from [Weiss 2018]

ICH: Intracerebral hemorrhage
GCS: Glasgow coma scale (3-15), measure of mental status

# event types = 3810



MIMIC - Prediction of decreasing GCS - Results

HMPP better isolates 
low risk subgroups

Despite apparent
miscalibration, the
absolute error is small
(0.02 – 0.005 = 0.015)



Prediction of decreasing GCS: variable importance

Low risk (HMPP) Max. likelihood (MLPP) Max. likelihood
using HMPP

hyperparameters

Importance via regularization (L1) loss
Variables deemed important vary by method



Conclusions: ML on real-world data (RWD)

RWD is not clean and possibly ill-measured, yet it is more representative

The game is to extract the variation useful for your task 
while focusing on use cases where the limitations are not prohibitive

RWD  prediction  risk stratification
RWD accept missingness  prediction
RWD  reject missingness  +/- broader populations

RWD and fixed length  lossy representation  limited performance
RWD and fixed length  lossy representation  limited use cases

RWD and fixed length reject missingness/MAR imputation  broader populations
Up against fine-tuning models site-to-site
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